M OF L GRANT PERMIT FOR DOMNERUS LONDON CONCERT

THE Ministry of Labour has granted a permit to German-born and also star of Domnerus to appear at the Gerdolz Swing Club concert at the Festival Halls on Sunday, September 28.

The German Union has already sanctioned proposals to feature Domnerus with the full Gerdolz Orchestra at this concert, but the vital news is that the permit was granted as we closed for this week's edition of this magazine.

MEZZROW EXPELLED FROM THE AFM

Pants, Wednesday—Clarinetist Mezz Mezzrow has been expelled from the American Federation of Musicians. His expulsion was filed by the New Orleans Local, which is lodged with the AFM by its president, Harry C. Stone. Mezzrow brought to Europe earlier this year, and has been described as an outstanding player. When he joined the band to replace an Irisher in the troupe, he was unable to prove his membership. Mezzrow has been in Europe for many years, and has been expelled from the AFM on several occasions.

ARMSSTRENGET ALL-STAR FIVE

The personnel for Louis Armstrong’s European tour, which begins in Berlin on September 30, is now announced. The line-up will be Louis Armstrong, George Lewis, McCracken, Eddie, Martin, and Smith. The Granatband, which is coming here from America, will also be due in London on October 14 and 15.

Lynn Mason to be Estoril vocalist

West End vocalist Lynn Mason, who has been making his first regular appearance in London, will make his debut as vocalist at the Jamboree on October 3. Tickets for the Jamboree are on sale at the London Symphony Orchestra on Tuesday, October 3.

OSCAR BLESSES A RABIN WEDDING

Oscar Rabin plans a "general" band on the shoulders of his tworogramm tonight—Hugo Cahn and Ben Erskine—will broadcast from the Jamboree on Wednesday night, with Miss Sadie L. and Miss Helen L. as special guests.

HERD AT 78 REV'S.

The first titles from the Herd's third set, "Herd at 78 Rev's," will be featured on the next record by the group. The titles are expected to follow.

SLEDGE makes a trip to Switzerland

SLEDGE has been making a trip to Switzerland recently. He is expected to return shortly.

IT'S A GIRL

IT'S A GIRL, according to the new arrival, who will be named "Betty" in the coming weeks.

Trio and Gershwin's "Fascinatin' Rhythm"

Trio is due to appear at the Savoy Theatre on Friday, October 3, with George Gershwin's "Fascinatin' Rhythm," which is due to be heard in the new show. The pianists are expected to follow.

THE HOUSE OF ASHERBEG

110 MONTURE STREET, LONDON, W.I

ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL "IN COLOURS"

ROYAL ALBERT HALL "IN COLOURS"

"JAZZ AT THE PROM"

CLOISTERS OF ST. VINCENT'S 3-350

HUMPHREY LEE/LTON SHOW

BATTLE OF THE TUNES "WITH HARRY BERNSTEIN, TONY KINCER AND LLOYD CUNNINGHAM"

THE PASED BAND

FARREN, Keith, Carmen and the Caribbean Rhythm Band

HUMPHREY LEE/LTON SHOW

Tickets: 5s. 6d. and 2s. 6d. (Late Copy) and 1s. 3d. (Late Copy)

The show will be at "The Proms," W.3 and will be preceded by "The Carnival of Venice" and "The Mozart Fantasia."
...But do BBC artists ever read their contracts? He may be great actor—but he must time to spare for an informed and lively murder. In fact...plays the piano too!
She nearly got away!
but LAURIE HENSHAW
cought her for his
Popular Reviews

OLD? NOT ME
SAYS BIGARD

Dizzy’s Champ isn’t
such a winner

WHILE KENTON CARRIES TEN BRASS
Woody explodes the myth of the fifth trumpet

MELODY MAILBAG

Progressive pointers...
50 MORE DUBLIN MUSICIANS SEEK HIGHER PAY

Goff 'Gives Out' at Wimbledon

Coppersmith signs ex-Squadron drummer

GMOE prepares to launch new magazine

Squadron's Macready takes top job

Vocal-Seppt: Vic Lewis says 'I can't find singers'

MAY 30 - JAN 5

Carr becomes King of Coronet

Flying Scotsman in 800-mile dash for TV date

PARNELL, DOUGLAS ABSENT IN YACHT

Squad cars out as fans storm new jazz club

A grand night for Stafford fans

Kingston jazz bill stars Lyttelton

TWO BANDS PLAY LYNMOUTH BALL

TWO BANDS PLAY LYNMOUTH BALL

AMSTERDAM NIGHTS FOR DON BYAS

Old Time

‘Swing and Sway’ Sammy Kaye loses 10 men—and his ‘trademark’

Mr. Rhythm at Tooting

Mediram... & Billy Mays signs another new one

From noble music to the City Slickers

Provincial Round-up

SMITH OUTLINES PHILIPS DISC POLICY

TWO GREAT NEW BRITISH SONGS

IT ISN'T EASY BREAK DOWN AND CONFESSIONS

I MISS MY DARLIN’ TELL ME TRUE

Graffon

Watch For—

I REMEMBER WHEN

Belle Vue, Manchester 5.30 SUNDAY, SEPT. 14th 7.30 FRANKIE LAINE

FRANKIE LAINE
This super speaker is the Daddy of them all

Melody Maker Contest Results and Fixtures

INSTRUMENTAL INTELLIGENCE
Conducted by Ivor MAIRANTS

COLLECTORS CORNER
Edited by Max Jones

ROCK SOLID—THAT'S JOE TURNER

Bring us a present from Brazil, please Mr. Inglez
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PREMIER DRUMS

World's Supreme Quality
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World's Supreme Quality
From Tin Pan Alley to the Emerald Isle

HUBERT W. DAVIES ends his flying visit to some of the dance halls in Southern Ireland

Hall to Let
Seating 200
Half-Let - £25
Full-Let - £35
Restaurant - £15
Bar - £10

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
MOULD & LABBE
ELIN
ESOLDO
DON PEDRO

CHOOSE YOUR ORCHESTRATIONS FROM THIS LIST - £1 DENCOPE - £2 NORMAN 3 & 4
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I CAN'T AFFORD MUSICIANS AT THESE PRICES!

Says Harold Fielding

Two bands for Frankie Laine

at Belle Vue

WHAT impresses Harold Fielding is the fact that two bands for concert work may cost him the same as a full-scale band for cinema work. He states that big bands are out and that he has to depend on lip-synching to save money. He feels that the audience at Belle Vue is not interested in the music and that they come for the big names. He is also concerned about the future of the music industry and fears that it is declining.

ANDRE PREVIN WED TO TV SINGER

Out of date

Enormous overplay

Danny doesn't know, but he started union row

The Stapleton Ork makes last bow

David denies it!

First-timers win the last 'District' T

DIAMOND OFFER

CAMPBELL CONNELLY

GUY MITCHELL'S LATEST AND GREATEST

THE DAY OF JUBILO

Coupled with FRANKIE LAINE'S

WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE

CINEMAPHIC

TWO OUTSTANDING SUCCESSES

THERE'S A PAWNSHOP ON A CORNER

AND BE ANYTHING

DASH MUSIC

YET ANOTHER FRANKIE LAINE HIT

ROCK OF GIBRALTAR

TAKEN MY HEART

LOUIS ARMSTRONG'S

10 CLASSICS FOR TRUMPET

NORRIE PARAMOR'S

SYDNEY ORCHESTRA MEETING

HARTLEY'S MUSIC STORES LTD.

TAKEN MY HEART

The 'Alley' scene

by Micky David

Geraldino starr at mammoth 14-band All-Britain

FRANKIE LAINE'S SMASH HIT

(THEY CALL ME THE)

ROCK OF GIBRALTAR

COLUMBIA RECORD 25135

ORCHESTRATION NOW READY

Co-produced with

TAKE MY HEART

DASH MUSIC LTD.

M.0.1837

The Maestrovox

-Now recognised as the greatest name in Electronic Instruments, produced-
- The widest and most versatile range of Instrumental Effects-
- Standing as a complete console with the advantage of the Foot Swell Pedal that is a 'natural to all audiences."

All requires direct current

MAESTROVX LTD.

18-19, High Street, London, S.E.1

TRADE SUPPLIED
STEVE RACE'S
SEARCHLIGHT

Foreign Radio Jazz
By F. W. Street

TONY BROWN meets LES PAUL and MARY FORD at Southampton

How high the moon? Les knows; he reached and got it...

Nothing to declare but guitars—and a little genius!

MAX JONES reviews The Humphrey Lyttelton Show

HAS THE JAZZ CONCERT COME OF AGE AT LAST?

Would jazz be given a new lease of life in Britain if an international jazz festival was held in this country?

LLOYD PARK PAVILION FOREST ROAD, E.7

WEB. SEPT 26TH, 1952

CHARLES GARRINCH MARY BRYDEN

REX CULL

FIGURE 10: IMPERIAL JAZZ CONCERTS

Concerts in Jazz

WHO'S WHERE

Added weight

IMPRESSIONS

SOUTHERN & MERIDIAN OFFER–
I WAITED A LITTLE TOO LONG
HAND OF FATE

IDAHO STATE FAIR

Southern Music Publishing Co. Ltd.
4 Dominick House, London, W.C.2

SEPTEMBER RECORDS

THE GRANT-LYTTELTON PASEO JAZZ BAND
King Porters Swing: Original Jelly Roll Blues 1.35

BILLY THORNBURN'S

THE CRANE RIVER JAZZ BAND

PARLOPHONE Records

FOUR SIDES TO THE TUNING STICK

JENNINGS MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.

OPEN ALL THE SUNDAYS.
The music goes round and around—but that's all

JAZZ REVIEWS BY SINCLAIR TRAILL

GALLOPING TENORMAN

PLATTER CHATTER

The composite man

LAURIE HENSHAW'S 'POPULAR' REVIEWS

PAUL QUINICHETTE

A PEN PORTRAIT BY LEONARD FEATHER

HARTLEY'S

Sir Louis Armstrong

MAMBO

SAMBAS

VEM-VEM

REMEMBER "WALTZ"? "WALTZ"... SILVER AND GOLD... UNFORGETTABLE

Within your arms

SADIE WENDY'S WORLD MUSIC & ORCHESTRATIONS

GRAMOPHONE RECORDS

Sir Louis Armstrong

Bosworths'
Radio moguls crack down on over-arranging; tell bands 'Keep it simple'

DANIELS AND COE AT AYR

‘Secret’ BBC personnel

RAY, WHITEMAN DRUNK
SAY POLICE AFTER ARRESTS

Gracie wants three

ST. PANCRAS PACKAGE

THE 'STRIP' GIRL SINGS FOR STAN

SUNDAY CREADE AT 44

Irene King recovers from eye affliction

GLAGOS 'GIGSTER 'UNFIT TO PLEAD' TO HATCHET MURDER CHARGE

BRIDE MEETS THE GROOM

Dinkie Cole forms trio like Nat's

BRASS

World News in Brief

The line-up of the Orchestra is Waxey Gumb, Tony Gumb, and Penny Gumb. The Horn section is led by Jacky Gumb and the Ray Gumb. The rhythm section is led by Louis Armstrong and Jacky Gumb. The trumpets are led by Louis Armstrong and Jacky Gumb. The trombones are led by Louis Armstrong and Jacky Gumb. The tuba is led by Louis Armstrong and Jacky Gumb. The drums are led by Louis Armstrong and Jacky Gumb.

JACKIE ARMSDORF

2 Big Hits

I'M YOURS
HERE IN MY HEART

ROBERT MILMEN LTD.
MUSICAL MERRY-GO-ROUND

by

HUBERT W. DAVID

INSTRUMENTAL INTELLIGENCE

Conducted by IVOR MAJRANTS

IT'S A MINORITY PROGRAMME

...And it should be in the hands of experts.

WILL THEY BE HANDED ON FUTURE JAZZ CLUB PROGRAMMES?

Moving sound—the sensation of this year's Radio Show

By Edgar Jucxson

When the streets of Brazil are alive with dancers

By Ernest Bohemana

Faithful

About Brazil

An alternative

Top Tunes

COLLECTORS' CORNER

Edited by MAX JONES and SINCLAIR TRAILL

Minor Blessings

Melody Maker Contest Results and Fixtures

The Greatest sound in Cymbals

The Greatest sound in Cymbals

By Berg Larsen

Ezhitov

Super-Zyn

Cymbals

5 SYMBAL, POTTERS BAR, HAM

By Berg Larsen

9 SYMBAL, POTTERS BAR, HAM
They make me play 'Georgia' says Gonella

NAT ALLEN and his Orchestra will be featuring in the first of a new TV show, "Tonight," this autumn, which will be televised from the Glasgow Empire Theatre. He will appear in the first show on September 13, starting at 8 p.m. The programme will be transmitted on the BBC. This will be the first time that television has been used as a medium for a BBC show. The venue is the Empire Theatre, and the programme will be recorded for later transmission. The show is expected to be broadcast on Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. The programme will be shown in all 120 towns and cities in the UK.

BENNY PIANIST COLLAPSES

Now it's Phil at the Jazz!

WILF GREENE OPENS THE CAGE AGAIN

Jerry Dawson's Provincial Round-up

DINNER SUITS

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

C.O.D.

Kitchen's of Leeds
September Bargains

STAGE MUSIC SUPPLIES

KAY WESTWORTH'S MIDLANDS DISTRIBUTORS

DRUMS

For Sale

F.D.&H. BARGAINS

AMPLIFIERS
RONNIE'S COOL MUSIC FIRED THE FANS IN ICELAND

Brennivin, Tuesday.

"Our music has never been so well received," said Ronnie Baker Tuesday night when he gave his debut performance in Iceland as part of the island's midsummer festival. The British tenor star, who had arrived there the previous day, was accompanied by his own orchestra and was received with a standing ovation.

From SYVAR GESTS

Simpson, Tuesday.

Simpson was tutored by the famousfamous Russian teacher, the late Ivan Moskvin. He is currently one of the leading tenors in Russia and is known for his unique style and voice. His performances are always met with great acclaim.

Editor's note: The full story can be read on page 4.

8-band battle for Mid-Britain

TENORMAN CHARGED WITH BALLROOM ARSON ATTEMPT

Rob Prank called to Dutch Army

JIMMY GUITTARD DIES

Judy in the Cockpit

IT'S GREAT!!

THE DAY OF JUBILIO

Coupled with

WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE

Two Terrific Instrumentals

SAX CANTABLE &

FAT MAN BOOGIE

Campbell Connolly

MELODY MAKER

September 13, 1952

Welcome!

LES PAUL & MARY FORD

and many thanks for Recordings of

WHISPERING • JAZZ ME BLUES

TIGER RAG • GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME

CL 1952

MELODY MAKER MUSIC CO., 5-15 New Compton St., London, W.C.2

Printed in Great Britain and Purchased by Rupert Paine Ltd., Ltd., Ltd., Ltd., Ltd.

FIVE NFJO OFFICIALS OUT AS NEW PRO-UNION BLOC SWEEPS IN

Geraldo, Baker Burman, Evans to adjudicate

VETERAN officials of the NFJO were steam-rollered out of office when a new team swept into power at the annual conference of the National Federation of Jazz Organisations, which ended on Friday. The new team, led by the late chairman, Steve Race, was backed by a bloc of pro-unionists calling for a more pro-active policy for the NFJO.

Wise and welcome decision: MU

VETERAN officials of the NFJO were steam-rollered out of office when a new team swept into power at the annual conference of the National Federation of Jazz Organisations, which ended on Friday. The new team, led by the late chairman, Steve Race, was backed by a bloc of pro-unionists calling for a more pro-active policy for the NFJO.

BBC to present weekly 45-min. World of Jazz

BATTLE OF THE TENORS

Joe Daniels seriously hurt in road smash

Cab Kaye opens at Carroll's Club

JOHNSTON SINGERS TO BE SHOW BAND VOCAL GROUP

newformers to be vocal group

CUBISTS ADDED TO BONNERS CONCERT

It's very sad to hear about Joe Daniels, who was involved in a road accident. The accident reportedly occurred on the way to a performance, and Joe was seriously injured. We wish him a speedy recovery.

The Johnston Singers, a well-known vocal group, are set to perform at a local concert. They have a large following and are expected to draw a sizable crowd.

For more information, please visit our website or contact us directly.
Maurice Berman, home from his French Riviera honeymoon, reports that
Tango-land has gone
jazz crazy!
There has never been a time in the annals of music when the tango, the
dance of passion, had such a vogue as it has today. Throughout the world,
from Paris and Berlin to Buenos Aires and New York, the tango is
being danced. And why not? It has a certain elusive charm and
romanticism that makes it a perfect partner for the jazz tempo. 

One must not that this is a modern phenomenon. Tango music has
always been popular and the tango itself is an ancient music.

Radio Commentary
The Swing Band Show
By F. W. Street

Steve Race's SEARCHLIGHT
When Benny Goodman played the concertina

FAITH (Reds)
VAGABOND SHOES (C)hnstall
FAITH (Reds)

JELLY ROLL MORTON
Music: "Symara"

MILLS MUSIC LTD
24, QL. Pulteney street, Regent Street, London, W.1

You will never buy better than

AUTOCRAT

Drummer: Lead Alto: nylon shirt

Nylon Supply Co.

The Aristocrat of the '16 Parade's
BLUE TANGO

Mills Music Ltd.
The Pauls at the Palladium—reviewed by TONY BROWN.

NO GIMMICKS—BUT THE ACT IS STILL GREAT!

...and, on the technical side, guitar star IVOR MAIRANTS comments:

Les Paul meets Django
Paris report from HENRY KAIN

A gun-spiking affair in the NFJO...

MAILBAG

When Britain takes the gems of France
BY STEVE MURRAY

Triumphantly introducing...

A new standard in Trumpet values

...and there's a trombone to match!
DELEGATES HEAR THE WILCOX ITEM
Two told ‘Resign’ after
Iceberg plot

LONDON'S CHRIS PLAYS DENMARK

According to sources a gathering of NFPO delegates at the London
capital, December 3 last, April was to have been held, Secretary James
Asman, chairing, explained. A member of the delegation had quipped
the meeting a “resign” plot. The meeting took place at the hotel
where Asman was staying. They’re saying it's a “resign.”

BARBER AIRS WITH TENNIS STAR DANISH FESTIVAL

Conservative Advisors London and Norwegian Chris Bolling
And the club, chairman, also. His countryman was the host
the meeting, which was to have been held at the hotel
where Asman was staying. They’re saying it's a “resign.”

MM STARS GET MORE U.S. LP

Seven will battle for
All-Scotland crown

RONNIE BALL PLAYING
WITH CHUCK WAYNE 3

Asman keeps office by
393-376

Rory and Charlie

ROYAL PRINCESS
LONDON

Bankruptcy

SOUTHERN & MERIDIAN OFFER
I WAITED A LITTLE TOO LONG
HAND OF FATE
IDAHO STATE FAIR

Southern Music Publishing Co. Ltd.,
4, Denmark Street, London, W.C.2

I REMEMBER WHEN

Recorded by EDWIN FISHER on R.V.V. 812231
ALSO
CHARMAINE & RENDEZVOUS
Hear my Serenade

THE REST OF THE NEWS
IN BRIEF

The United States Jazz Band, which
has been in Europe for several weeks,
will play in London on Monday (Octo-
ber 17). The band, under the direc-
tion of Jimmie Lunceford, will per-
form at the Royal Albert Hall.

According to Union delegates,
the new bloc sweeps into power
at NFPO ‘CIRCUS’

REPORTED BY MM STAFF MEN

Why we booked the
Americans - Trail

DONELL CENSURED
IN 'JOURNAL' DEBATE

WANTED: Jazzmen for broadcasting!

Asman withdraws

FRANKIE’S HOTEL DOOR WAS
A WINE CELLAR

GRAFTON

sax enthusiast
GEORGE TAYLOR

MAGNETIC MONDAY is
the year (Albion ROY
READ, always plays

The Critics’ choice

Baker solo spot at
Newcastle concert

FRANCIE AND DAY’S
OLDE TYME and MODERN SEQUENCE DANCES

ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 7.45 p.m.
GERALDO SWING CLUB CONCERT

GERALDO and FAMOUS ORCHESTRA

ARNE DUMMER

THE ERIC DELANEY GROUP & THE GERALDO TIP TOPPERS

BEDFORD'S SINGING STRINGS AT ENFIELD

MARTOV’S SINGING STRINGS AT ENFIELD

PIANIST MARRIES
Musical
Merry-go-round

By Hubert W. David

FORTY PERCENT of the work of the Tin Pan Alley song-writers is devoted to the
writing of music for children's shows. This is a facet of song-writing that is
often overlooked, yet the public's reaction to this type of music is usually
one of keen interest. It is a type of music which is in itself on a par with any
type of serious composition, and it is a type of music which is never
likely to be discredited.

TALKING TO More than 3,000 children a week in the
weekly broadcasts of the Meyer Bros. shows is, I am
sure, one of the most satisfying experiences a
song-writer can have.

WHAT'S new

When I visited my father in New York City last
week I found him engaged in recording a new
song for the Meyer Bros. show. The song was
entitled "The Lost Treasure." It was written
in the style of "The Three Bears," and it
was received with great enthusiasm by the
children.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

On the occasion of my birthday last week I
received a telegram from my old friend, the
late Henry Ford, congratulating me on my
birthday. It was a beautiful telegram, and I
was much moved by it.

The ultimate aim

The ultimate aim of any song-writer is to
write a song that will be loved by the
children. This is a difficult task, but it is
one that I shall continue to strive for.

What's the truth

The truth is, I am a song-writer, and I
shall continue to write songs until I
am no longer able to do so.

Refuse to sell

I refuse to sell my songs to anyone for any
amount of money. I believe that songs should
be enjoyed, and not sold. I shall continue to
write songs until I am no longer able to do so.

Top Tunes

The three-day Samba of Bomfim

by Ernest Borneman

Commenting

The three-day Samba of Bomfim

took place in the city of Rio de Janeiro, last
week. It was a beautiful event, and it
attracted a great deal of attention.

Parading

The parade was led by a group of
children, who were dressed in their best.

Complex

There were many children present, and
they all seemed to be enjoying themselves.

M Cut Reeds

They all blow

They all sound

And last

Berg Larsen

THE JOHNNY LYNE BOYS
WIN SOUTH BRITAIN (£)

At the All-Britain Boys' Championship in the
region of South Britain, the Johnny Lyne Boys
were triumphant. They won the championship
by a margin of three points, and they were
praised by the judges for their excellent
performance.

And Raymond makes sure of the All-Britain
Race

Raymond, the famous racing driver, was in
the region of South Britain last week. He
was there to give a talk on racing, and he
was welcomed by a large crowd of
audience.

In the final

The Johnny Lyne Boys were in the
final of the All-Britain Boys' Championship.
They were up against two other teams, and
they won by a margin of three points.

They scratched

The other two teams were the
Tiger Boys and the Star Boys.

Results

The Johnny Lyne Boys won by
3 points. The Tiger Boys came
second, and the Star Boys came
third.

All-Britain Prize List

The Johnny Lyne Boys received the
overall All-Britain Prize, and they
were presented with a beautiful trophy.

How Jelly Roll picked his titles

In the year 1920, Jelly Roll was asked to
pick his titles for the popular sheet music
publishers. He chose three titles:

1. "Well, Well, Well"
2. "Is That a Storm A-Rollin'"
3. "A Girls's Tune"

The explanation

Jelly Roll explained that he had chosen
these titles because they were the
most popular of that year.

LEAD STRINGS

The Leading Strings

Cathedral

Chromaphone

They" Just

ENSA Portable Amplifier Equipment

for the "One Night Stand"

This equipment is a portable amplifier
which is designed for use in a variety of
venues, such as clubs, bars, and
restaurants.
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TWO NEW BIG CONTRACTS FOR ROWBERRY ORK

Arthur Rowberry and his orchestra, Musée Mamas All-Britain Winners in 1948 and 1951, are booked to play in Paris in the Autumn. The first big contract was with the Salle de Musée in Paris, and Rowberry will be playing on Thursdays. The second big contract is with the Gaumont State in Paris, where he will be playing on Fridays. Rowberry's popularity in Paris is due to his high-quality musical standards, which have earned him the nickname "The King of the French Bands." The Gaumont State is one of the largest and most prestigious cinemas in Paris, and Rowberry's performances there will be a significant milestone in his career.

THE OBOE'S WIFE

Teddy Wilson, Stuff Smith for Sweden

Randall back from 'Swiss Fairyland'

Paul Fenouilhet in London hospital

STAN ATKINS TO RETIRE

Band leader Stan Atkins ends 10 years in the profession and leaves the studio at Queen's Park, Kent, where he retired yesterday. Atkins, a well-known studio musician, is retiring due to health reasons. His last project was recording for the BBC Symphony Orchestra, where he played the oboe. Atkins' contribution to the music industry has been significant, and his retirement marks the end of an era.

CROSBY ARRIVES FOR FILM AND CHARITY GOLF

Feldman Club books Contest winners

GUY MITCHELL'S LATEST!!

FEET UP!

THE NEW WALTZ SUCCESS

WALTZ OF PAREE

ONE FOR THE WONDER

A New Ballad

THE GREATEST SINNER OF THEM ALL

MELODY MAKER
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ALL-BRITAIN DAY

'SAD CLOWNERY' ADMISSION AS NEW NFJO COMMITTEE PROVED ILLEGAL

Hot Lips Page for Jazz Band Ball report

Dave Barbour in England

LONDON GUITARISTS MEET LES PAUL

BBC SHOW BAND PICKS ITS SOLO SINGERS

Jimmy Watson has nervous collapse

Calloway to open in Porgy & Bass on October 9

Philips discmen fly to Holland

LES PAUL

FANS—Learn to Play the GUITAR

ISCO BAR

MELODY MAKER POSTPONED HISTORY AND TRADES

LEANDON'S & SON (YORKSHIRE) LTD.

BEVERLEY

"FLUSHMOUNT" COUNTER HOOPS

NEW DRUMS

HALF PRICE — Direct Manufacturer

ALTO SAXOPHONES

TRUMPTS
The Safety Curtain comes down when Betty Hutton's on stage!

FOREIGN Radio Jazz
BY F. W. STREET

Better than any U.S. air show!
said famous U.S. bandleader ELLIOTT LAWRENCE when the MM played him this Geraldo transcription specially flown out to New York.

RADIO TALKING POINT

A little dated

MAURICE BURMAN agrees; reviewing a later Tip Top Tunes, he says:

Yes, Gerry, it's still a Tip Top series...

GET ONE OF THESE SHIRTS!
THE DAYLEA 100% NYLON SHIRT

Maurice Burman

PARIS NEWSLETTER

Triumphantly received...

...a new standard in trumpet values

Its solid, smooth, bright sound... Even in the highest register... is a performance that will delight every player... Whether for solo or ensemble, when you take up this new Schiller trumpet, you will get a better tone... Schiller trumpets offer you the best combination of solid, smooth, bright sound... The Schiller trumpet is the choice of professional musicians the world over... Schiller trumpets are made by Schiller & Co., London, W.C. 1.
The slurp takes a back seat...

EDGAR JACKSON'S REVIEWS

Billy May has always been a master of arranging, as shown in the fine sound he has achieved on his recent album. His work has always been on the up and up, and this latest effort is no exception. The arrangements are tight, the sound is clear, and the overall production is excellent.

Where is the Yell?

JAZZ REVIEW BY SINCLAIR TAILL

Is Dino Crocetti the DEAN—or is he the DIRGE?

Not Easy's

Peter Maurice

Au Fiedersehn, Sweetheart

The Sensational New Hit Song?

Isle of Innisfree

Leeds Music

The Sensational Tango!

Kiss of Fire

Padam Padam

Domino

Bourne Music

The Sensational Waltz:

Within Your Arms

Creation Waltz

The Sensational Waltz:

For Authentic Latin-American Tone

Edmundo Ros & Boncos

What they thought of that 'illegal' Committee of the NFJO...

Meleody Maker Mailbag

F.T. will have to answer—about new hits in the book. But you can still get at a record restaurant. Leavens plug on your Baird Portable Tape Recorder, not once your number and his name's—it's back the recording. From the faithful reproduction that follows, you know just what parts need improving—where for example, a bit of disc or indigestion occurs. The new Baird Recorder, entirely self-contained and easy to operate, is an invaluable addition for the instrumentable, variable or full time executive. Ask your Baird dealer for demonstration or write to the address below for further particulars.

High Fidelity

Recording in the Privacy of Your Own Room

A new endeavor to return—so you're "in" on an hour. But you can still get at a record restaurant. Leavens plug on your Baird Portable Tape Recorder, not once your number and his name's—it's back the recording. From the faithful reproduction that follows, you know just what parts need improving—where for example, a bit of disc or indigestion occurs. The new Baird Recorder, entirely self-contained and easy to operate, is an invaluable addition for the instrumentable, variable or full time executive. Ask your Baird dealer for demonstration or write to the address below for further particulars.
HOPE FADES AS FORGETFUL BING MAKES BRITISH BOW IN STAR SHOW FOR CLUBLAND

Reported by Tony Brown

Bing Crosby, the world's greatest performer, was on hand last night to add glamour and fame to the night's proceedings at the Carlton Hotel in Blackpool. The Carlton Hotel, known for its star-studded clientele, was filled with the usual mix of stars and royalty, all eager to see Bing in action.

The performance was a success, with the audience responsive and engaged. However, towards the end of the show, it became apparent that Bing was struggling to remember his lines.

"If you'll forgive me," he said, "I think I've lost my place card."

Despite this, the audience remained loyal and appreciative of Bing's efforts. The show was a success, and the Carlton Hotel was once again buzzing with excitement.

On-stage centre

The British stars were leading... "Not good enough" was the response of one British performer to Bing's forgetfulness. Despite this, the show went on, and the audience remained enthusiastic.

Man with £14,000 'Doll' dies at Bath

Mr. C. J. Doll, who was a successful businessman and philanthropist, passed away last week at the age of 65. He leaves behind a fortune estimated at £14,000, which he had accumulated over the years through his successful business ventures.

Race to complete new air series

The race to complete the new air series continues as the pilots push themselves to the limit. The competition is fierce, and each pilot is determined to come out on top.

ARMSTRONG'S ALL-STARS DUE HERE TODAY

The Armstrong All-Stars, a popular music band, are due to arrive in the country today. The band is known for their energetic performances and their ability to get the audience dancing.

World News in Brief

- Carol Garner, who was a famous actress in the 1950s, has passed away. She leaves behind a legacy of films that will be remembered for years to come.
- A new mosque is being constructed in London, which will be the largest in Europe. The mosque is expected to be completed by next year.

Spicy spot for Benny

Benny was looking spunky today as he walked into the studio. His new look is turning heads, and everyone is talking about his latest project.

Mrs. M opens up Lincoln Assembly

Mrs. M, who is a long-time member of the Lincoln Assembly, opened up her home to the community for a special event. The event was a success, and many people came to spend the day with Mrs. M.

SOUTHERN & MERIDIAN OFFER--I WAITED A LITTLE TOO LONG

HAND OF FATE

IDAHO STATE FAIR

Southern Music Publishing Co. Ltd., 8 Denmark St., London, W.C.5. Tel: 5042

ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH, 1952

GERALDO AND HIS FAMOUS ORCHESTRA

Arne Dommer's "The Cariolay Group" & "The Geraldo Toppers"

Kenny Graham's Afro-Cubists

The concert will feature our own world-famous orchestra, led by Geraldo himself. The concert will be an evening of music and entertainment that will leave you wanting more.

The first note is expected to be played at 7.30 p.m., and the concert is expected to last until 11 p.m. Don't miss out on this fantastic event!
The Contest Success Story—and how it works...

The Beavers are in the All-Britain

Don't forget this date!

OCTOBER
Sun 12th 26th
Mon 6th 19th 27th
Tues 7th 14th 20th
Weds 8th 15th 21st
Thurs 9th 16th 22nd
Fri 10th 17th 23rd
Sat 11th 18th 24th

Booking seats

The All-Britain Prize List

At the bottom of this page is a record crowd

Disappointment

WHO'S WHERE

HUBERT W. DAVIES' MUSICAL MERRY-GO-ROUND

Two New "TRUVOICE" Models

T.V. 10

A fine light-weight of portable model with a peak and a

a new

T.V. 15

and a new

Happy Birthday

Top Tunes
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Sensational Price Announcement!

BOOSEY & HAWKES FIX NEW WOODWIND

INSTRUMENT PRICES FOR 1952/53 SEASON

The worldwide demand for B & H Woodwind Instruments is so great that we are again able to pass on to the British Musicians the best of our latest instruments by manufacturers. The New Season's prices shown below represent the present market price of materials. And remember these savings have been made at the expense of quality. The instruments are actually better than ever, and every one, whatever the price, is fully guaranteed.

27,000 Americans can't be wrong! 27,000 B & H Woodwind Instruments have been exported to the U.S.A. and Canada since 1912, and this success of quality and value, as B & H buyers have their own manufacturers and the whole world to choose from—well, prefer B & H.

They're the best, and you'll be the envy of your fellow woodwind player, without doubt, for the prices are guaranteed.
BELGIAN RADIO TO BEAM JAZZ SHOWS FOR BRITISH FANS

BELGIUM'S International Goodwill Station, ORU Brussels, is beaming jazz programmes across the Channel for British enthusiasts. The first airing will feature Zutty Singleton. Later, it is planned to beam music from the Leeds Armstrong concerts.

Tanner Sisters wax with Peers and Don Carlos

BACK in Town after a three-week month seven-day-week tour of British reports for Handel Week, the Tanner sisters--Evelyn and Doris--are in London. The girls left right after their return to Brussels and will be back in time for Handel Week.-

Radio dates

Today marks the first broadcasting of the Handel Anniversary Congress at the Hall, Muswell Hill. The broadcasts will continue each Saturday and Thursday throughout the year.

Dean, Levan orks for TPA Ball

Bill Dean and his band here have arranged for the charity try also at the Vicarage, Hotel, Park Lane, London, for the benefit of the ball, which will be on October 17, for the benefit of the Royal National Institute for the Blind.

Monty Goes Solo

Monty Norman, vocalist with Bill Dean's band, is now recording, records a solo session for Palm Records tomorrow.

'NFJO A LAUGHING-STOCK'

From Page 1

Secretary James Aspinall, who is managing the show, tells us that they will not be setting up the radio in the theatre again but will be transmitting from a satellite studio in the Tower Hotel. This is the same method used when the show was first broadcast in 1954.

Put 'DASH' IN YOUR PROGRAMME

Recorded by JIMMY YOUNG, DECCA, AL MARTINO (Capitol), DENNIS DAY (HMV), DUNIH LOTIS (Polydor)

Rock of Gibraltar

Recorded by JIMMY YOUNG, DECCA, JOHNNY RAY (Capitol), NAT KING COLE (Cap) , HARRY SECORD (EMI)

Poor Little Robin

Recorded by TONY BENJ (Columbia), SID PHILLIPS (HMV), LITA ROZA (Decca), RUS MORGAN (Brunswick)

Faith Can Move Mountains

Recorded by JIMMY YOUNG, DECCA, JOHNNY RAY (Capitol), NAT KING COLE (Cap), HARRY SECORD (EMI)

GUITAR TUTORS

MONOPOLY ELECTRONIC GUITAR PLAYING - DIAGRAMATIC SELF-TUTOR

WISH I HAD A GIRL

Recorded by DORIS DAY in CALENDAR 1940, and featured in Musical Review. The song has been a number one hit in various countries around the world.

Backed by THE OCEANA ROLL

S.O. 316 F.O. 41

DAREWSK MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
5 West 40 Street New York 19, N.Y.

Walter and his wife arrive